Non-vitamin K antagonist oral anticoagulants (NOACs): No longer new or novel
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For long-term treatment and prevention of arterial and venous thromboembolic diseases, oral vitamin K antagonists (VKAs) have been the only oral anticoagulant option for more than half a century. Under optimal conditions, VKA treatment is effective and safe provided that a stable level of anticoagulation can be achieved, as reflected by good compliance and a high time in therapeutic range (1). This may, however, be problematic since various factors, such as renal impairment or liver disease, may affect the pharmacokinetics and/or pharmacodynamics of these drugs. Poor anticoagulant control is common with VKAs and is associated with an increased risk of thromboembolic events with under-treatment or an increased risk of bleeding, including intracranial haemorrhage, with over-treatment (2, 3). These issues contribute to the general underuse of VKAs despite guideline indications (4, 5).

In recent years, several new oral drugs with a direct and reversible inhibitory effect on the enzymatic activity of thrombin or factor Xa have been developed (6, 7). These agents are effective alternatives to VKAs for the treatment and prevention of venous thromboembolism and for stroke prevention in atrial fibrillation and have been tested against placebo for the prevention of recurrent ischaemic events after acute coronary syndrome.

The new oral anticoagulants include dabigatran etexilate, which inhibits thrombin, and rivaroxaban, apixaban, and edoxaban, which inhibit factor Xa (6, 7). These agents have been compared with warfarin, the most commonly used VKA, for VTE treatment and for stroke prevention in atrial fibrillation in major phase 3 clinical trials. In these trials, in many reviews, and in several guidelines these drugs have been designated as “new oral anticoagulants” or “novel oral anticoagulants”, which is abbreviated as NOACs (6, 8). The NOAC term can eventually be used to refer to other oral direct inhibitors of specific pathways, such as inhibitors of Factor IX and Factor XII, which are in development (7).

NOACs have some characteristics that distinguish them from the VKAs. The NOACs target specific coagulation enzymes, either thrombin or factor Xa, whereas VKAs lower the levels of multiple coagulation factors, notably factors II, VII, IX and X (6, 7). At this point in time, there are no specific antidotes available for the NOACs, which can complicate the management of life-threatening bleeding; however, some specific antidotes are in early development (9). The NOACs have variable effects on commonly available routine tests of coagulation, which can sometimes complicate assessment of their anticoagulant activity (10).

Although the NOACs are relatively novel and new at present, they will not remain so forever. Consequently, several alternative names have been proposed for these drugs, as follows (12): Target-Specific Oral AntiCoagulants (TSOCs), Direct Oral Anticoagulants (DOACs), Oral Direct Inhibitors (ODIs), Non-monitored Oral AntiCoagulants (NOACs), Non-warfarin Oral AntiCoagulants (NOACs), Non-vitamin K antagonist Oral AntiCoagulants (NOACs), etc.

To avoid confusion when describing trials evaluating these drugs in meetings or lectures, or when preparing future publications (as well as reviews or guidelines) as well to aid in the identification of relevant studies in search engines such as MEDLINE, PubMed, EMBASE or Google Scholar, consensus on terminology is important. A recent appeal for consensus has recently been made (11), and the European Society of Cardiology (ESC) Working Group on Thrombosis Task Force on Anticoagulants in Heart Disease (which has recently issued position papers on the topic of anticoagulation [2, 6, 12]) felt that a consensus statement was urgently needed for these drugs.

Because the acronym NOAC has already well penetrated the literature in various papers, reviews and guidelines internationally, we support maintenance of this designation, in keeping with the appeal for
consensus (11). Rather than referring to new or novel oral anticoagulants, the NOAC acronym would now refer to "non-vitamin K antagonist oral anticoagulants", which probably best describes this class of oral anticoagulants given that there are other VKAs besides warfarin (most notably acenocoumarol, phenprocoumon and fluindione).

In conclusion, the ESC Working Group on Thrombosis Task Force on Anticoagulants in Heart Disease recommends retaining the "NOACs" designation to denote "Non-vitamin K antagonist Oral Anticoagulants", when referring to the current oral direct inhibitors of thrombin or factor Xa. Future lectures, meetings, publications and guidelines should continue to use this acronym (with its new definition), which would allow consistency with the NOAC acronym used in older literature.
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